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ABSTRACT
A SEARCH FOR RADIO PULSARS IN THE NORTHERN SKY:
DISCOVERY OF A PULSAR IN A UNIQUE BINARY SYSTEM
(February 1983)
Marc Damashek, B.A., Amherst College
M.S., Stanford University
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Joseph H. Taylor
A sensitive search for pulsars has been conducted using
the 92-meter transit telescope of the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory. Nearly 50% of the sky north of +20° declination was
searched, using an on-line computer to process all search data in
real time. The search program was sensitive to pulsars in the
period range 0.0333 to 3.9 seconds, with dispersion measures between
0 and 130 cm" pc. The limiting flux density reached was approximately
10 mJy at 390 MHz.
Twenty-three previously unknown pulsars were discovered in the
course of the search, and three of these are noteworthy. PSR 0320+39,
28with a pulse period of 3.0321 seconds, has recently been found to
exhibit subpulses which drift exclusively from the leading to the
trailing edge of the pulse profile. The position and dispersion
measure of PSR 0458+46 are consistent with a physical association
between that pulsar and the supernova remnant HB 9. PSR 0655+64 has
vi
been found to be a member of a binary system.
The pulsar parameters and orbital elements of the PSR 0655^4
system were determined througb an extensive series of pulse timing
Observations at the NRAO 43-meter telescope. The orbital eccentricity
is unmeasurablv small wi't-v, ,. -c;xy , i h an upper limit of 4x10^, and the
pulsar's period derivative is small at- ^v,.IS er than any previously known.
Evolutionary considerations have suggested that the pulsar's
companion might be a visible star, and an extremely faint star has
been identified optically at the pulsar position. Observations
With the Einstein X-ray satellite have detected no X-rays from the
system. The available evidence indicates that the pulsar's companion
may be an unusually faint dwarf star.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE
1. Pulsars as Objects of Study
The fascination of pulsars has not been diminished by fifteen
years' familiarity. There are many reasons why they continue to
hold their place of astronomical and astrophyslcal distinction
(recent reviews of these and other aspects of pulsars are contained
in Sieber and Wielebinski 1981)
:
a) since pulsars are believed to be neutron stars, they
afford us our sole opportunity to observe the behavior
of matter in this extraordinary state;
b) as an astronomical population, they provide insight into
stellar evolutionary processes;
c) they serve as unique probes (through dispersion and
polarization effects) of the interstellar medium in our
Galaxy
;
d) they provide a possible source for the high-energy particles,
X-rays, and gamma rays observed from space;
e) interesting individual cases, illuminating one or more of
the aspects above, are discovered from time to time.
1
2since any one of these facets of pulsar lore would provide a.ple
Justification for their continued study, it Is no wonder that they
continue to excite a high level of interest. Clearly, the .ore
pulsars we know about, the more likely we are to solve the problems
they address.
2. Pulsar Searches
Early_efforts. To date, approximately 335 radio pulsars^ have been
discovered by searching, and one by accident. The one accidental'
pulsar, PSR 1919+21, is arguably the most important one of all,
having initiated the entire field of study; however, further
discoveries could hardly be left to chance.
Systematic searches for pulsars were immediately fruitful.
Early searches showed pulsars to be concentrated toward the
galactic plane (Large 1971), and attention was directed primarily
toward those regions of the sky. These efforts typically relied
upon detection of single pulses on chart records (Large et al
. 1968),
and were responsible for the discovery of some of the
^Unless otherwise noted, "pulsar" refers to a radio pulsar
(either the observed radio phenomenon or the neutron star) as opposed
to an X-ray pulsar. The latter objects, while of considerable interest
in their own right, are largely out of the scope of the present
discussion.
strongest known pulsars. However, these searches utilized only a
s.all part of the information accessible in the received radio
signals. The recognition that these pulsed, dispersed, ^ periodic
Signals were particularly well suited to the application of standard
(as well as unusual and clever) signal processing techniques
(see. for example, Huguenin e^. (1968); Burns and Clark (1969);
Hamilton et_al. (1973)) led to the discovery of many more, and much
weaker pulsars. This set the stage for more thorough surveys
covering major portions of the sky, leading both to the discovery
of more pulsars and to the accumulation of a useful statistical
sample of the galactic population.
Large-scale surveys. The most prominent of the first generation of
large-scale, systematic surveys were the three undertaken at
Molonglo (Large and Vaughan 1971), Jodrell Bank (Davies, Lyne, and
Seiradakis 1972, 1973), and Arecibo (Hulse and Taylor 1974, 1975b).
The sensitivity and degree of completeness of each of these was
well understood, and the results were suited to discussion of the
galactic distribution of pulsars and their intrinsic luminosity
function (Roberts 197-6; Davies, Lyne, and Seiradakis 1977; Taylor
"Dispersion refers to the frequency dependence of the speed
of propagation of radio waves through the partially ionized
interstellar medium.
and Manchester 1977).
These three searches did not cover the entire sky, however.
This was accomplished by a second generation of surveys, comprising
a second Molonglo search (Manchester e^. and the search
described In this dissertation (Damashek, Taylor, and Hulse 1978;
Da.ashek et_al. 1982). carried out at the National Radio Astronomy
Observatoryl m Green Bank, West Virginia. The "UMass-NRAO" and
"Second Molonglo" searches were Jointly responsible for .ore than
doubling the number of known pulsars, and for finding the second
(PSR 0820+02) and third (PSE 0655+64) examples of radio pulsars
'
occurring In binary stellar systems. As in the previous large-scale
surveys, selection effects In these two searches are well understood.
This dissertation contains a detailed account of the procedures
followed and the results obtained In the UMass-NRAO northern sky
pulsar search.
The third binary
.
The UMass-NRAO search resulted In the discovery of a
pulsar which was eventually identified as the third radio pulsar
known to be in a binary system, PSR 0655+64. While the first such
binary (Hulse and Taylor 1975a), PSR 1913+16, has provided an
exceptionally fruitful arena for the study of relativistic dynamics
"'"The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is operated by Associated
Universities, Inc., under contract with the National Science Foundation.
became
(Taylor and Weisberg 1982. and references therein), it soon b.
evident that PSR 0655+64 would not fall into the same category,
since it pursued a rather more leisurely course around a much
more circular orbit. The eccentricity of its orbit was. however,
soon found to be extraordinarily small. This fact has strongly
influenced subsequent theoretical work on the evolution of binary
systems containing pulsars (summaries of this work may be found in
Blandford and DeCampli 1981; van den Heuvel 1981a, 1981b; Srinivasan
and van den Heuvel 1982) .
It became imperative to obtain high-quality timing measurements
of PSR 0655+64 over a period exceeding one year, in order to
determine its position accurately. A precise position was especially
desirable because evolutionary arguments suggested that the pulsar's
companion might well be a visible star (see, for example, Blandford
and DeCampli 1981)
.
When our data had yielded an accurate timing
position, optical observations were carried out at the 5-meter Hale
telescope at Mt. Palomar. An extremely faint star was found at the
pulsar position, to within the uncertainties in the radio position.
These observations indicate that the pulsar's companion may be a
rather unusual dwarf star. X-ray observations made by other observers
are consistent with the evolutionary picture which has emerged.
3. Outline of the Text
The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter II contains
a detailed description of the equipment used and the procedures
followed in the UMass-NRAO northern sky pulsar search. Chapter III
describes the results of the search: the sensitivity achieved, the
extent of sky coverage, known pulsars detected (and not detected),
and new pulsars discovered. Chapter IV is devoted to PSR 0655+64:
it contains a brief history of early observations, a description of
timing observations and the results obtained, a description of optical
and X-ray observations, and a discussion of the implications of
these observations for the evolution of the binary system and probable
nature of the companion star. The dissertation is summarized in
'
Chapter V, which describes some of the problems encountered and
resulting improvements in the search procedure, outlines a new
search being undertaken in the near future, and presents provisional
parameters of five additional pulsars discovered in the process
of preparing for that search. In addition, current knowledge of
PSR 0655+64 is summarized, and several unsolved problems are
described.
An Appendix contains reprints of three published papers.
CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF THE SEARCH
1. Scanning Technique and Receiver
Scanning th^^. All observations for the UMass-NRAO northern sky
pulsar search were carried out between November 1977 and January 1979
using the 92-meter transit telescope. The telescope can be moved
about an east west axis, thereby selecting a delinatlon for observ-
ation. The observer must rely upon the Earth's rotation to bring a
desired sky position into view. In order to effect a relatively
constant rate of motion of the telescope beam on the sky, the
telescope was operated in a special zig-zag scanning mode known
as "wobbling," illustrated in Fig. 1.
The goal in wobbling the telescope was to sweep its beam
over the sky at approximately the sidereal rate at all times,
i.e., the rate at which it would move due to the Earth's rotation
alone if it were fixed to point at the celestial equator (15 arc
minutes per minute of time). Since the Earth's rotation carries
objects at non-zero d-eclination past the telescope beam at an
apparent angular rate that is slower than this by a factor cos 6,
where 5 is the object's declination, the telescope may be swept
alternately north and south of the nominal search declination by
7
8Figure 1. Typical telescope beam path on the sky in wobbling,
showing north and south limits of sky coverage for
one declination band. FWHM denotes the full width
of the telescope beam at half maximum intensity.
an amount which depends on 6. When this is done, the scanning rate
may be fixed at the constant value desired over the entire sky.
The declination scanning rate and travel limits for each
declination band searched were determined by requiring that:
a) the beam return to the lower (south) declination limit
after a time interval such that the beam displacement in
hour angle be approximately one full beamwidth, 36 arc
minutes
;
b) north-going and south-going rates be equal;
c) three seconds be allowed for telescope turn-around at
the north and south limits of travel.
These criteria require declination drive rates and "wobble
amplitudes" given by
6 = 15 sin 6 arc min / mln
A6 = 18 tan 6 - .75 sin 6 arc min (1)
In actual practice, a beamwidth of 15 arc minutes was assumed,
producing somewhat more overlap than required by (a). Therefore,
the second of Eqs. (1) was implemented as
A6 = 15 (tan & - .05 sin 6) (2)
In addition, the value of 6 was computed on the basis of the
mean value of the north and south limits, while A6 was computed
on the basis of the south limit alone. The declination Increment
between the north limit of a wobble and the south limit of the next
most northerly one was a full beamwidth, 36 arc minutes. The values
10
Of the decllnatloa limits aad wobble rates actually used In the
search are listed in Table 1.
Receiver. A block diagratn of the receiver and computers used is
shown in Fig. 2. An uncooled dual-channel receiver, which utilized
bipolar transistor preamplifiers capable of covering the frequency
range 250-500 MHz, was used throughout the search. The feed for thi
receiver consisted of a pair of broadband crossed dipoles, with
each dipole connected to one of the receiver input channels. The
receiver noise temperature (without the contribution of background
radiation from the sky) was approximately 200 K. The observing
frequency was 390 MHz (and occasionally 380 MHz).
The 150 MHz intermediate frequency output of each receiver
channel (polarization) was input to half the channels of the NRAO
40-channel (1 MHz per channel) filter bank. Eight adjacent pairs of
output channels in each polarization were summed with the
corresponding eight pairs in the other polarization by means of
eight four-input operational amplifiers (two channels in each
polarization were omitted at each end of the band), producing eight
contiguous total power signals, each representing a 2 MHz slice
of the receiver bandpass.
s
2. Data Analysis
Sampling
.
Each of the eight total power signals passed through an
Table 1
South ^Limit North Limit
o t II
Rate
' /min
A? 11 09 47 5 89
24 05 °^ 6 0
23 10 36 II ^23
25 53 20 \l II I'll
f 36 17 26 43 28 g''27 19 28 27 ?6 S9 r
OQ 09 "^9 52 6.9002 52 28 10 31 7 07
f ^6 31 28 54 23 y^I2^ 30 23 29 38 30 j In
30 1^ 30 30 22 52 7-57
30 58 52 31 07 30 7*74
31 ^3 30 31 52 22 7*90
II
28 22 32 37 31 g-Q^
33 13 31 33 22 56 8*24
II II
56 34 08 37 8:40
3^ 37 34 54 36 g 3^
35 30 36 35 40 52 8 73
36 16 52 36 27 26
37 03 26 37 14 18
37 50 18 38 01 30
38 37 30 38 49 00
39 25 00 39 36 52
40 12 52 40 25 03
50 17 52 50 35 21
51 11 21 51 29 25
52 05 25 52 24 05
53 00 05 53 19 24
53 55 24 54 15 22
54 51 22 55 12 04
55 48 04 56 09 31
8.89
9.06
9.22
9.38
9.54
9.71
11.56
11.71
11.86
12.01
12.15
12.29
12.43
Table 1 (continued)
uth Limit North Limit
° ' " o . ..
4j Jl +57 07 47 12.57
J / 4 / 58 06 54 12.71
K QJO 54 59 06 56 12.85
c;qjy DO 60 07 59 12.98
fin jy 61 10 05 13.11
DX /i <;HO UD 62 13 22 13.24
99 63 17 55 13.37
63 53 55 64 23 51 13.50
64 59 51 65 31 20 13.62
66 07 20 66 40 32 13.75
67 16 32 67 51 39 13.87
68 27 39 69 04 58 13.98
69 40 57 70 20 46 14.10
70 56 46 71 39 29 14.21
72 15 29 73 01 39 14.32
73 37 39 74 27 59 14.42
75 03 59 75 59 30 14.52
76 35 30 77 37 42 14.62
78 13 41 79 24 56 14.72
80 00 56 81 25 24 14.80
82 01 24 83 47 42 14.89
gure 2. Block diagram of the receiver and computers
used in the search.
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anti-aliasing analog low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of
approximately 100 Hz, whereupon it was digitized by a 15-bit analog-
to digital converter under control of the telescope's DDP-116
computer. The signals were sampled at a rate of 180 Hz, controlled
by an external interrupt signal from a Monsanto synthesizer
phase-locked to the NRAO 5 MHz maser oscillator. The sampling
program in the DDP-116 (known as FSFILT) digitally filtered and
smoothed the incoming data so as to reduce the effective sampling
rate to 60 Hz; this provided some immunity to 60 Hz power line
noise in the later stages of data processing.
The DDP-116 accumulated data samples until it held 128
samples from each of the eight filter channels, and it then
transmitted these 128 x 8 samples to the Modcomp II analysis
computer over a one-way data transmission link. Each block
transmitted thus represented 2.1333 seconds of raw data. In the
Modcomp, the data were received by a program called DDI. Each
data block received was first processed by an automatic gain
control subroutine (AGCFIX) , which removed spikes and any linear
trends, and scaled the data. Following this age routine, the eight
data channels were recombined by a de-dispersion subroutine (TREE)
;
the output of this program consisted of eight data streams, each of
which removed the effects of time delay as a function of radio
frequency for a corresponding assumed dispersion measure in the range
-3
0 to approximately 130 cm pc (the exact upper limit depended on the
observing frequency). Details of the de-dispersing algorithm can
be found in Taylor (1974). Each data sample was then quantized to
four-bit accuracy for economy of storage in the computer memory;
all further data processing was performed on these eight
"de-dispersed," coarsely quantized data streams.
Analysis for periodicities. A data analysis program (PSR) ran
concurrently with the data-receiving program in the Modcomp, but at a
lower priority; thus, data processing went on in real time whenever
enough data were available, but could be momentarily interrupted'
to accommodate a data transfer from the DDP-116. The central problem
in running the two programs concurrently was to ensure that incoming
data were analyzed at a rate no slower than the data-sampling rate.
This could be accomplished by making suitable compromises in the
thoroughness of the processing (searching) being carried out; for
example, the number of putative dispersion measures which could
be searched was limited to eight by such considerations.
Incoming data were accumulated on the Modcomp disk until 8192
samples (136.5333 seconds of data) were available for each dispersion
channel, at which point the actual search for periodic signals began.
Since each of the eight dispersion channels was treated identically
with the others, it is only necessary to describe the processing
of one of them.
A Fourier transform was performed (by a subroutine called FFFT)
on the 8192-sample data block, and the absolute value of each of
the resulting 4096 independent complex transform values was formed
(ABSVL)
.
Slowly varying trends were removed from this power spectrum
by a "flattening" subroutine (FLATN)
, which divided each of the
original spectral values by the sum of 64 neighboring spectral values
and scaled the result accordingly. Due allowance was made for points
near either end of the spectrum. After flattening, provision was made
for removing spectral peaks attributable to periodic interfering
signals (ZAP)
.
The spectrum was then examined by a subroutine (SUMH) which
determined the 13 largest sums of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 spectral values
at harmonically related frequencies, as well as the fundamental
frequencies corresponding to these 65 sums. Most pulsars exhibit
a duty cycle (the fraction of a full pulse period that the pulse
is "on") of about 5%. The power spectrum of such a signal has peaks
at the fundamental pulse frequency (the reciprocal of the pulse
period) and at a number of harmonically related (integral multiple)
frequencies, the number of peaks increasing with decreasing duty
cycle
—
the narrower the pulse, the more peaks appear in the power
spectrum. The harmonic summing process permits one to search a two-
dimensional parameter space, frequency vs. duty cycle, or in more
familiar terms, pulse period vs. pulse width.
To conserve processing time, only the five strongest
candidates (out of 13) in the period range 0.0333 to 3.9 seconds
were retained fro. each harmonic sum group for further inspection.
This has been shown to cost little in practical terms, as tests
performed on artificially generated data have shown that test
••pulsars" usually fall among the five strongest candidates in any
data block when they are detectable at all by the analysis progra.
For each of the 25 suspect periods retained, the subroutine
PROFILE then folded the original time-domain data synchronously
at the indicated period, and convolved the resulting integrated
profile with a series of successively wider rectangular windows,
in order to determine which period and pulse width gave the
'
highest computed value of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
. If
this SNR exceeded a predetermined threshold, the suspect's
pertinent information was saved on magnetic tape and recorded on
the computer's printer. This information included such essential
data as sky position, pulsar period, and dispersion measure. The
average pulse profile was plotted on the printer as well.
During the course of the search, the printer outputs were
inspected several times per day, and those suspects which were
clearly not the result of interference were duly noted for
subsequent confirmation.
The on-line data processing in the Modcomp proceeded
rapidly enough that successive data blocks could be overlapped
by 3/8 of their duration, so that the centers of successive blocks
were spaced by about 85 seconds in time. This procedure enhanced
the detactablUty of weak pulsars which happened to transit the
telescope beam near the borderline between two data blocks.
The two loosely synchronized real time tasks running In
the Modcomp computer (DDI, which accomplished dispersion removal,
and PSR, which carried out the period search) were based on
algorithms developed tor the UMass-Areclbo pulsar survey by
Hulse and Taylor. Further details may be found in Burns and Clark
(1969), Taylor (1974), and Hulse (1975). The principal difference Is
that in the UMass-NRAO survey, all data processing was done In real
time
,
was
Conflrmatlon_oL^us2ects. A day of confirmation observations
scheduled whenever the length of the suspect list warranted and
the progress of the search allowed. The confirmation process
consisted of pointing the telescope at the suspect position for
137 seconds, in order to accumulate a full data block for analysis,
and then repeating this at six positions surrounding the suspect
location and separated from it by half the telescope's half-power
beamwidth, approximately 18 arc minutes (see Fig. 3). Raw data
sampled at 60 Hz were recorded on magnetic tape by the DDP-116
during each of these scans, for possible later reevaluation. To
be counted as "confirmed," a suspect had to reappear in at least one
of these seven scans at approximately the same period and dispersion
measure as it had upon "discovery." The multiple-scan technique allowed
for an improved estimate of the pulsar position.
18'
Fig. 3. Pattern of seven beam positions used in the process of
confirming new pulsar candidates. The central circle
lies at the nominal discovery position; others are offset
by 18 arc min, at the vertices of a regular hexagon.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS OF THE SEARCH
l^ensitlvltv and SW Coverage
^^nsitivit^^^al^^ Preliminary observations were carried out
in November 1977, in order to check the operation of the receiver,
computers, and computer programs, and in general to make sure that
no major difficulties would prevent the search from getting under
way in December. During this test time, telescope sensitivity and
receiver temperature were measured, using 3C123 as a calibration
source. The flux density of this source at 410 MHz is 123 Jy; the
telescope sensitivity was determined to be %1 Jy/K (1 Jy =
~26 2
10 W/m /Hz)
.
The system temperature was approximately 250 K in
directions away from the galactic plane.
The relative and absolute sensitivity of the search as a function
of pulse period was also calibrated at this time. The noise tube
mounted at the receiver input could be pulsed at a rate and with a
duty cycle controllable by a pulse generator in the control room.
In addition, the strength of the pulsed noise signal could be
controlled by a variable attenuator, also in the control room.
Calibration of search program relative sensitivity was accomplished
by running the pulsed noise source at a range of periods, remaining
21
22
at each period long enough for the search program to accumulate
a full block of data (137 seconds); the duty cycle was held fixed
at 5% during these tests.
Absolute search sensitivity was then estimated by attenuating
the pulsed calibration signal to the nominal detection threshold
and calculating the equivalent flux density, given the previously
measured antenna sensitivity. As a test for consistency, this
derived threshold was compared with the threshold deduced from
re-detections of known pulsars obtained during tests. As a result,
the limiting sensitivity of the search was determined to be
'^'10 mJy at a pulse period of approximately 1.4 seconds. The search
threshold is plotted as a function of pulse period in Fig. 4
for a fixed duty cycle of 5%. In the figure, the relative sensitivity
curve has been scaled by the limiting sensitivity quoted above.
Sky coverage
. The search was designed to cover the sky between
declination +20° and +90° as completely as possible within the
time allotted, allowing time for the confirmation of suspects
as well. Approximately 47 days of search time were required,
using the wobbling technique described in Chapter II, to cover
the regions not previously searched by R. Hulse during preliminary
observations in 1976-1977 (the Hulse data were recorded on magnetic
tape and analyzed off-line)
.
A detailed accounting of sky coverage is given in Table 2.
(mJy)
0-0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
Pulse period (seconds)
Figure 4. Detection threshold vs. pulse period for a fixed
pulse duty cycle of 5%.
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The table gives the south and north declination limits of each
band searched, the right ascension limits effectively searched
within that band (RA is shown in abbreviated form; thus, 03^29"*
becomes 0329)
,
and a qualitative estimate of the sensitivity
reached within the band. Both right ascension and declination
are given in apparent coordinates, i.e., measured at the then
current epoch (approximately 1978.0) and not 1950.0. Regions
in which the search reached the full sensitivity quoted in the
previous section are assigned a value of 1 in the last column of
Table 2; those in which sensitivity was somewhat reduced are
assigned a data quality of 2. In most instances, the reduction in
sensitivity was due to man-made interference, and in some cases
to distant lightning (local thunderstorms disrupted the search
program entirely)
. The assignment of data quality was based on
the presence or absence of obviously abnormal pulse profiles in
the search program output.
The data of Table 2 are plotted schematically in Fig. 5,
in which the heavily shaded regions represent data quality 1,
while the lighter shading represents data quality 2.
The data of Table 2 indicate that within the overall target
area of +20° to +90° declination, 48% of that area was searched to
the full sensitivity limits of the survey. Wlien allowance is made for
reduced sensitivity in the presence of interference, the total
area effectively searched constitutes approximately 70% of the goal.
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Table 2
Apparent Declination ADnar<.r.^ d- v .
S. Li.it N. Li„it R^^^rco'e^ed'"^"^"" Data OuaUty
O t
(RA = hhininj^-hhinin2)
+20 00 +22 00
. 0000-2400
^2 °2 22 44 0200-2400
22 23 28 0000-1416 2222-2400
23 28
- 24 10 0000-0107 1236-1643
2128-2400
2^ 10 24 53 0028-1321
2^ 53 25 35 0348-1444 1946-2114
25 35 26 18 0159-1803
26 18 27 01 0000-2400
27 01 27 45 0000-1405 1636-2400
27 ^5 28 29 0000-1345 1850-2019
;
2154-2400
28 29 29 12 0000-2027 2147-2400
29 12 29 57 0000-0558 2137-2400
29 57 30 41 0000-1434 1509-1816 2
1900-2400
2
30 41 31 26 0000-2400
31 26 32 10
;
0000-2113 2
32 10 32 56 0000-2400 1
32 56 33 41 0000-2400 1
33 41 34 27 0000-2400 1
34 27 35 13 0000-2400 1
35 13 35 59 0053-0408 0441-1218 1
2043-2400
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Table 2 (continued)
Apparent Declination Apparent R•;ah^ a
o 1 o t (RA
- hhiran-j^-hhniin2)
+35 59 +36 45 0000-0342 0410-0548
0726-2107 2340-2400
1
36 45 37 32 0344-1522
1
37 32 41 32 0000-2400
2
41 32 42 21 0352-1420
1
42 21 49 48 0000-2400
1
50 00 50 53 0000-1547 1637-1918
1945-2400
"1
50 53 51 47 0000-2400 1
51 47 52 42 0000-2058 2246-2400 1
52 42 53 37 0247-1551 1
53 37 54 33 0000-2400 1
54 33 55 30 0343-1816 1
55 30 56 28 0000-0505 0654-2400 1
56 28 57 26 0030-0414 0809-2324 1
57 26 58 25 0000-1245 1334-2400 • 1
58 25 59 25 0000-2400
59 25 60 26 0000-1811 1941-2400 1
60 26 61 28 0000-2400 1
61 28 62 31 0000-0111 0245-0738
0815-1313 1345-1408
1821-2400
1
62 31 63 36 0000-2400 2
27
Apparent
S. Limit
Declination
N. Limit
Table 2 (continued)
Apparent Right Ascension
Ranges Covered
o
• o 1 (RA = hhnunj^-hhmm2)
• D J Jo +d4 42 0459- 1959
65 49 0000- 0322 0436-2400
0 J / n 66 59 0000- 2400
DO jy 68 10 0000- 1237 1655-2400
oo 1 n 69 23 0000- 0414 0501-2400
oy / J 70 39 0536- 2118 2141-2155
/ J 74 46 0000- 2400
74 46 76 18 0000- 2400
76 18 77 56 0000- 2400
77 56 79 43 0337- 1736
79 43 81 43 0000- 1412
81 43 • 84 06 0940- 1853
Data Quality
28
1200
Figure 5. Sky coverage plotted in polar coordinates. Heavily
shaded regions are those in which full sensitivity
was achieved (data quality 1 in Table 2) , while
lighter shading denotes reduced sensitivity (data
quality 2)
.
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2^ Pulsars Detecte.d
Known pulsar^ . A total of 24 previously known pulsars having flux
density and dispersion measure within the sensitivity limits of
the search (flux > 10 mJy, 0 < DM < 130 cm"^pc) lay within the
area of sky searched, and all but one of these were detected.
These known pulsars are listed in Tables 3 and 4. Those contained
in Table 3 were found during actual search time, while those in
Table 4 were detected in the course of tests of the receiver
and/or the search programs. PSR 2305+55 was not detected in the
search, presumably by reason of scintillation, intrinsic variability,
or both. Table 3 gives the "discovery" position (1950 coordinates)
with nominal errors in right ascension of approximately 20^ / cos 6
and 20' in declination. The most accurate currently known position
is given beneath this. Likewise, the discovery period and dispersion
measure are shown, along with their corresponding accurately known
values. It can be seen that in no case does the discovery period
differ from the true period by more than one part in 2500, in
keeping with the 8192-point Fourier transform performed by the
search program. (Since that program allows for a pulse frequency
resolution of one part in 4096, this maximum deviation typically
corresponds to less than two channels in the power spectrum.) The
typical error in dispersion measure appears to be approximately
_3
10 cm pc, which is consistent with the available "dispersion
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Table 4
Pulsar Period
PSR 1946+35 0.7173
PSR 2106+44 0.4149
Dispersion meas
s
cm ^pc
ure
129.1
129
PSR 2111+46 1.0147
5
PSR 2154+40 1.5253 y^^Q
PSR 2217+47 0.5385 43.54
PSR 2303+30 1.5759 49.9
resolution" of the search program.
Table 4 lists the pulsars found under test conditions other
than m the normal search mode; they are listed for reference with
their known periods and dispersion measures.
^^-ll.Aiscovered_^^ The 23 previously unknown pulsars
discovered during the search are listed In Table 5, which Is
identical In format to Table 3. A number of these pulsars still
have rather large position errors assigned to them, primarily
because they are weak enough to have been difficult to observe
during our post-discovery timing observations (Backus, Taylor,
and Damashek 1982; Backus 1981). All of the post-discovery
positions given for these pulsars are due to Backus (1981)
.
PSR 0655+64 Is a member of a binary system, and the refined
period given Is the average period observed over an orbital cycle.
The positions of the 40 pulsars detected during actual search
time are plotted In Fig. 6. The upper half of the figure shows the
pulsar positions In right ascension and declination, with a
galactic coordinate grid overlaid; the lower half of the figure
shows the pulsars plotted In galactic coordinates. Newly discovered
pulsars are denoted by dots, while previously known pulsars are
denoted by triangles. The solid curve In the lower (galactic)
map shows the southern limit of the search.
Aside from PSR 0655+64, which is discussed in detail in
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Figure 6. Positions of AO pulsars detected in the search,
referred to (a) equatorial coordinates, and (b) galactic
coordinates. Both new ( • ) and previously known (^)
pulsars are shown.
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Chapter IV, two of the new pulsars are somewhat unusual. PSR 0320+39,
with the longest period (3.0321 seconds) of those discovered, has
recently been shown to exhibit drifting subpulses, with a drift
direction opposite to that usually observed (Izvekova et al
. 1982).
It does so with great regularity; one of the few other pulsars known
to show this anomaly in such regular fashion is PSR 0820+02, the
second pulsar to have been found in a binary system (single pulse
observations of the latter pulsar are presented in Backus (1981)).
As mentioned in Damashek et al. (1978), the discovery
position of what is now known as PSR 0458+46 was consistent with
an association with the supernova remnant HB 9. This remains true
of the current more accurate position. It would be of interest
to map the HI velocity field in the vicinity of the pulsar, and
to observe HI in absorption against the continuum radiation of the
pulsar. It might then prove possible to locate the pulsar between
the approaching and receding faces of the supernova remnant's
expanding shell. Unfortunately, PSR 0458+46 is one of the weakest
pulsars detected in the search (with a flux density of approximately
10 mJy at 390 MHz) ; such an experiment would require the high
sensitivity and small beamwidth of the Very Large Array for
proper execution.
CHAPTER IV
PSR 0655+64: THE THIRD RADIO PULSAR IN A BINARY SYSTEM
1. Early Observations
Recognition as a binary
.
The confirmation observations of PSR 0655+64
made soon after its discovery showed no remarkable features. The
pulsar was noted to have a fairly short period and rather low
dispersion measure, and was routinely scheduled for Inclusion In
a comprehensive pulsar timing program (Backus 1981; Backus et al .
1982)
.
Initial attempts to time this pulsar using standard signal
averaging techniques (described In detail In Backus (1981)) proved
unsuccessful, and this failure was attributed to a number of
possibilities:
a) the position was not yet well determined, and the beam
size at the radio frequency used for the timing measurements
(24 arc minutes at 610 MHz) was significantly smaller
than that at the discovery frequency (36 arc minutes
at 390 MHz)
-
b) the intrinsic luminosity of the pulsar was almost certainly
lower at the upper frequency, in view of the steep radio
spectrum typically attributed to pulsars (Sleber 1973);
39
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c) since the pulsar's dispersion measure was rather low,
it was possible (as has turned out to be true) that
fading due to interstellar scintillation might be an
important factor;
d) the pulsar might be intrinsically variable.
Thus, the failure to observe PSR 0655+64 during a number of timing
sessions over the course of one year was deemed unremarkable.
In April 1979, the pulsar was seen once more, but with a
pulse period which was clearly different from the assumed value
(the signal averager data gave an integrated pulse profile which
was strong, but broadly smeared). On the day following this
observation, the assumed pulse period was readjusted manually
(by changing the frequency of the synthesizer driving the signal
averager) until the actual pulsar period could be estimated.
Since this derived period was indeed significantly different from
the assumed period, special attention was devoted to this
pulsar from that point on.
Early radio observations
. All observations between April 1979 and
May 1980 were made at the 92-meter telescope with the transistor
preamplifier receivers used in the original search and timing
observations. The standard back end equipment used with these
receivers consisted of either the 40 x 1 MHz filter bank described
in Chapter II, or a selectable-bandwidth receiver which permitted
Observing fo.. independent channels „Uh
.andwid.hs adjustable
.o
(typically) 1 MHz, 3MHz, or 10 MIlz.
After the period variability had been unambiguously verified
by comparing the period derived from timing measurements made in
October 1979 with those from April 1,79, nightly observations
were undertaken to ascertain the systematic behavior of the
period. These observations were made between Decen,ber 19, 1979
and January 2. 1980. using the fast-sampling program FS2 with
a data sampling rate of 200 Hz in conjunction with the variable-
bandwidth receiver.
The procedure followed consisted of tracking the pulsar
by means of the traveling feed system at the telescope (allowing
a limited range of east-west movement of the receiver box in the
focal plane) for approximately 20 minutes, recording fast-sampled
total power data on magnetic tape; two frequencies could be
observed in this way using the variable-bandwidth receiver. The
fast-sampled data were then synchronously averaged in six-minute
blocks over a range of possible pulsar periods until a period
was found for each block giving a maximum signal-to-noise ratio
for the accumulated pulse profile. Timing data recorded at the
time of the observations then allowed a correspondence to be
drawn between observed period and Universal Time, and these
time-period pairs served as input data to a program which attempted
to fit the observations to a Keplerian orbit. Individual period
xn
determinations made on the basis of these six-minute data
blocks were accurate to approximately 20 ys.
A total of 88 independent period measurements were made
this manner, and a preliminary fit to these data indicated that
the pulsar was moving in a highly circular orbit (e < 0.05) with
an orbital period slightly longer than 24 hours. This solution
then allowed for sufficiently accurate predictions of the pulsar
period that observations with the signal averager could begin.
Once again, observations were carried out almost nightly, between
February 29, 1980 and April 10, 1980; period predictions derived
from the December-January data were used to set the integration
rate of the Fabritek signal averager, and the time-of-arrival
measurements obtained by standard data reduction methods (Backus,
Taylor, and Damashek 1982) then provided significantly improved
estimates of the parameters of the pulsar and its orbital motion.
In Fig. 7, the pulsar period referred to the solar system
barycenter is shown as a function of orbital phase for the
October-April measurements. By May 1980, it was apparent that the
orbital eccentricity of the binary system was less than 0.001.
However, the limited tracking range of the 92-meter telescope was
hindering any further improvement of the orbital solution; since
\\ Til
the orbital period, 24 41
,
was so close to one day, observations
over all orbital phases required a time span of more than 5 weeks.
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Figure 7. Pulsar period (referred to the solar system barycent
as a function of orbit phase. Measurements made
between October, 1979 and April, 1980.
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I^2I^--^I3^i^_^ea^^ I, ,,,,,,,,
,,3^^ ^ cryogenically
cooled receiver using an upconverter in the radio- frequency
amplifier section became available for observations at frequencies
between 300 and 1000 MHz. The equivalent noise temperature of this
receiver (measured in the laboratory) was approximately 20 K at
390 MHz, and when it was mounted on the NRAO 43-meter telescope,
the system temperature was approximately 45 K at the position of
PSR 0655+64. Since all previous observations of that pulsar had
been made with a system temperature of about 225 K, this represented
a fivefold improvement in receiver sensitivity which, in
particular, permitted observations of PSR 0655+64 to be made with
the 43-meter telescope; the pulsar could then be observed for as
long as 14 hours per day.
An extensive series of timing measurements was carried out
at frequencies between 320 and 410 MHz during observing sessions
in November 1980; January, March, June, September, and November 1981;
February and August 1982. The data obtained were reduced using a
computer program originally written for the processing of timing
data from PSR 1913+16, the first known pulsar in a binary system
(see Taylor and Weisberg (1982) and references therein for a
description of the reduction of timing measurements for a pulsar
in a binary system)
.
The program (known as TEMPON) produced a least-squares fit to
the available timing data, solving for the pulsar position, pulse
period, period derivative, dispersion measure, and the Keplerian
parameters of the binary orbit. The orbital eccentricity was
found to be so small (of order 10~^) that the longitude of
periastron was effectively undefined, given the magnitude of the
measurement errors within each session. The longitude of periastron
was arbitrarily fixed at the value 0.0, with orbital phase being
measured from the ascending node.
The root-mean-square timing residuals (in the sense of
observed time of pulse arrival minus predicted time of arrival)
within individual sessions beginning in January 1981 were of order
150 ys. These later data are far superior to data taken earlier,
the orbital parameters of the system having been derived accurately
only following the session of November 1980, when telescope
tracking was extended to 14 hours per day. High-quality data
are now available for the entire period from November 1980 through
August 1982, and it is possible to use these alone in fitting
the timing measurements, circumventing problems of equipment and
observing technique incompatibility among the early timing sessions
The accuracy of the timing solution is illustrated by Fig. 8,
which shows pulse arrival time residuals as a function of calendar
time (Julian Day) . Estimates of the pulsar and orbital parameters
have been based on this solution, and the uncertainties in these
46
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Epoch (JD - 2,444,126)
Figure 8. Arrival time residuals (observed - predicted) of
measurements made between November 1980 and August 1982
quantities have been assigned conservatively. Table 6 contains the
values thus derived.
PBtlcaL^bserva^ An immediate implication of the very small
orbital eccentricity is that the pulsar's companion might well be
a non-compact star (i.e., not a dwarf, neutron star, or black hole;
see discussion in Section 3). However, no stellar image is visible
at the pulsar position on the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey plates.
A deep search for the companion was initiated in March 1981, when
J. Kristian used a charge-coupled device (CCD) detector at the
'
5-meter Hale telescope on Mt. Palomar to photograph the pulsar
field. This resulted in the detection of a very faint (ma-23)
stellar object within 1" of the best available radio timing position,
It is possible to estimate the probability of a chance
coincidence of a visible star with the derived pulsar position.
Extrapolating from a star count table (Allen 1973) to faint
limiting magnitudes, one can estimate that there are approximately
10 stars per square degree at galactic latitude b=25° with a visual
magnitude brighter than 23. The probability that such a star, taken
at random, will lie inside a box 1" x i" at the pulsar position
is then of order 1%. The observed optical object thus has a high
probability of being physically identified with the pulsar.
In February 1982, the author, J. Kristian, J. Pier, and
D. Schneider conducted further optical observations of that object,
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Table 6
Right ascension
Declination
Dispersion measure
Period at JED 2,444,545.05
Derivative of period
Orbital semimajor axis
Orbital eccentricity
Orbital period
Derivative of orbital period
Longitude of periastron
Time of periastron passage (JED)
a(1950) = 06^55^9!38 ± o!o3
6(1950) = +64°22'22V9 ± 0V3
DM = 8.74 ± 0.01 cm'^pc
P = 0.195670944911 ± A s
P = (8 ± 4) X 10-19 s/s
a^sin i = 4.12560 ± 0.00005 It-sec
e < 4 X lo"^
P^ = 88877.063 ±0.008 s
\\\ < 4 X 10-10
w = 0.0 (assumed value)
Tq = 2,444,627.37079 ± 0.00001
the CCD output being sampled continuously for five hours at a
1 kHz rate and recorded on magnetic tape. This data set was later
averaged synchronously with the known pulsar period in order to
search for pulsed light from the pulsar. Since approximately 10^
pulses occurred during this period and no peak greater than three
times the rms value of the noise in the integrated profile was
detected, it was concluded that no more than 1% of the visible
light Is pulsed in synchronism with PSR 0655+64.
Attempts to make spectrophotometric measurements in the
G, R, and I bands during this same observing session were
unsuccessful due to clouds. Successful exposures were made
subsequently (April 1982) by D. Schneider, and are in the
process of being reduced (Kristian 1982)
.
X-ray observations
.
The Einstein (HEAD 2) X-ray observatory (see
Giacconi et al
. (1979) for a description of the Einstein satellite
and its capabilities) has been used (Helfand 1982) to place an
upper limit on the surface temperature of a neutron star in the
PSR 0655+64 binary system.
The physical model assumed (Helfand et al . (1980) contains
a detailed discussion of the assumptions, as well as observational
results for other pulsars) was of a neutron star of radius 16 km
at a distance from Earth of 280 pc. The pulsar was not detected,
and an upper limit of approximately 2.7 x 10^ K was found for the
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surface temperature of the pulsar (or any other neutron star in the
system)
,
one of the lowest temperature limits placed on any pulsar
yet observed with the satellite. These observations were also
sufficient to place a rather weak upper limit on the temperature
of a white dwarf in the system of approximately 10^ K; such a high
temperature is, however, ruled out by the very faint optical
emission observed.
3. Implications of the Observations
Pulsar and orbital parameters
. The most noteworthy features of the
PSR 0655+64 binary system are the extremely small values of the
pulsar period derivative and the orbital eccentricity. The orbit,
in fact, probably qualifies as the "most circular" celestial
entity ever identified. It is clear from dynamical arguments (see
Wheeler et al
. 1975 for a discussion of supernova explosions in
binary systems) that an initially elliptical orbit formed in the
supernova explosion presumed to have given birth to the pulsar has,
over the course of time, been circularized (Lecar et al . 1976). The
present circularity of the orbit also rules out the possibility
that there has been a second supernova within the system since that
time: such an event would have made the orbit eccentric once more,
this time with no chance of re-circularization through the agency
of an extended star within the system. The clear implication is that
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at some time within the lifetime of the presently observed pulsar, it
companion was a non-compact star, capable of being tidally distorted
and possibly possessing an extended atmosphere.
A number of possible scenarios for the evolution of binary syst
containing a radio pulsar have been discussed in the literat
(Smarr and Blandford 1976; Blandford and DeCampli 1981; van d
Heuvel 1981; Srinivasan and van den Heuvel 1982), with emphasis on
the evolution of the binary pulsar PSR 1913+16. The arguments are
applicable to PSR 0655+64 as well, with the exception that its -
companion star was not massive enough to become a second supernova-
generated neutron star.
A plausible account of the evolutionary history of the PSR 0655+64
system might be as follows:
a) the more massive star of a binary system containing two stars
of unequal mass undergoes evolution to the point at which
it transfers its hydrogen-rich envelope to its companion;
b) the more evolved star (the mass donor) undergoes a supernova
explosion and becomes a neutron star;
c) as the extended companion evolves, it ultimately overflows
its Roche lobe and transfers a large amount of matter back
onto its neutron star companion and out of the system
entirely. During this period, the neutron star could be
observed as an X-ray binary. Because of the matter being
accreted from its extended companion, its rotation period
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would decrease;
d) the transfer of mass and angular momentum out of the system
in stage (c) will cause the neutron star to spiral in
towards its companion. Tidal distortion of the companion
and possibly tidal drag in its extended atmosphere will
act to circularize the orbit;
e) as pointed out by Srinivasan and van den Heuvel (1982),
this spiralling- in will cease only when the bare core of
the nondegenerate companion remains;
f) PSR 0655+64 differs from PSR 1913+16 at this point in
"
that the stellar core of its companion lacks sufficient
mass to undergo a supernova explosion. The orbit remains
circular, and both stars begin to cool down.
A number of observational facts support this picture. PSR 0655+64
is a short-period pulsar with an exceptionally small period derivative,
PSR 1913+16 also has unusually small values of both P and P. There
is presently no satisfactory explanation for the very small values
of P for pulsars in binary systems. The pulsars involved may, however,
be relatively old, and may also have undergone significant accretion
of matter from their companions, possibly disrupting or attenuating
their magnetic fields. It is also interesting to note that the pulse
period of PSR 0655+64 is not as short as that of PSR 1913+16, possibly
Implying a spin-up episode engendered by a less massive companion
(one which has apparently not gone on to become a neutron star)
.
2^zrM_nieasu^^ The absence of measurable X-ray emission from
this system, where the two stellar components are separated by
approximately 5 stellar radii, implies a very low accretion rate
onto the currently observable neutron star. Since no X-ray photons
were detected during a lo'^-sec exposure on PSR 0655+64 with the
Imaging Proportional Counter (IPC) of the Einstein observatory.
Table 3 of Helfand e^. (1980) indicates that the corresponding
energy flux is less than approximately lO^^ erg/s. Assuming a mass-
to-energy conversion efficiency of approximately 10% (Pringle 1981)
,
this implies that less than 10^ g/s, or about lo"^^ M^/yr is being
accreted onto the neutron star.
In order to estimate the mass outflow required of a companion
star to support that maximum accretion rate, let us suppose that the
companion star loses mass isotropically
, that it is separated from th
pulsar by about 5 solar radii (D%4 x lo^^ cm) , and that the neutron
star ultimately captures all of the matter within a sphere of half
this radius centered on it (R'\^2 x lo-*--"- cm)
. Then the fraction of the
total outflowing mass intercepted by the neutron star is of order
(R /4itD )'\>10
,
implying a maximum mass outflow of order lO""*"^ M /yr.
Thus, the negative X-ray detection implies that the rate of mass
outflow from the companion is probably less than that from the
Sun, ^2 X lo"-*"^ M^/yr (Cassinelli 1979).
Opticaljneasur^^ The presence of only a very dim star at the
pulsar position places severe constraints on the nature of the
companion star. The observed star has an apparent G magnitude of
approximately 23, and at an assumed distance of 280 pc (based on the
pulsar's dispersion measure), its absolute G magnitude would be
approximately 16. Preliminary analysis of the GRI photometry conducted
in April 1982 (Kristian 1982) also indicates that G-R is negative,
i.e., the star is "bluish." A straightforward calculation based on
a model blackbody at the pulsar's distance then shows that these
conditions can be satisfied by a star of white dwarf size (R%10^ cm)
with a surface temperature of order 10^ K. A smaller, hotter star
is admissible, but a much larger, cooler star seems unlikely, as
the radius required approaches the orbital separation rather quickly
with decreasing temperature (faster than the inverse square of the
surface temperature)
.
While it thus appears possible that the pulsar's companion
is a white dwarf, further observations are necessary to clarify
the matter. In particular, van den Heuvel (1981b) discusses the
possible evolution of a binary system resulting in a neutron star
accompanied by a C-0 or 0-Ne-Mg dwarf, in which the predicted
eccentricity and orbital period of the binary are in very good
agreement with the observed parameters of PSR 0655+64. The detection
and identification of appropriate lines in the optical spectrum of the
observed object would provide a sensitive test of this evolutionary
model.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
1. Pulsar Searches; Pfls^ ar^ri puture
TheJJMass-NRAO Search
,,1977:^. The pulsar search described in
Chapters II and III was successful: it covered a considerable portion
of the target region at full sensitivity (and an even larger portion
at somewhat reduced sensitivity)
, and resulted in the discovery of
23 previously unknown pulsars, at least one of which is of exceptional
interest. In addition, it provided a large fund of operating
experience upon which to draw in future searches.
Problems of a procedural nature (lack of immunity to minor
computer problems- exhaustion of paper or tape supply when running
unattended, for example) were identified and have been corrected;
the wobbling search mode described in Chapter II has been critically
evaluated and will be discarded in the future in favor of a single-
beam-area search mode, making position identification and coverage
evaluation easier tasks. This mode will also make the confirmation
procedure much simpler by requiring suspect beam areas simply to
be surveyed a second time.
Both local and distant sources of radio-frequency interference
at Green Bank are much more thoroughly understood than they were,
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and measures have been taken In the search programs to deal n,ore
effectively with these.
The operating experience gained will be fully utilized in
a planned Princeton-NRAO pulsar survey during the winter of 1982-83.
Th^Princeton-NRAO Search,_m2^. Taking advantage of the greatly
increased sensitivity afforded by the cryogenic upconverter receiver
(see Chapter II, part 2), a new search of the entire northern sky
will be started in December 1982 at the 92-meter telescope. It is
hoped that most of the sky north of -18° declination (i.e., the
entire sky area accessible to the 92-meter telescope) will be searched,
to a limiting flux density as low as 2 mJy. Predictions based on a
model of the galactic distribution and luminosity function of the
known pulsars (Taylor 1982) suggest that approximately 100 new pulsars
will be found. Preliminary observations made in March and September 1982,
during which at least five previously unknown pulsars were discovered
in approximately four days of observing and test time, have shown
the estimates of discovery rate to be realistic.
Provisional parameters of these five additional pulsars are
given in Table 7. PSR 2035+35 was discovered during tests made at
610 MHz, and thus has a smaller positional uncertainty than the others.
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2_:^.^SR_0655+6^
Identification. The lesson of the "Msslng" pulsar. PSR 0655+64.
has encouraged a greater degree of caution 1„ the treatment of other
"hissing" pulsars during the tiding stages of new pulsar observations.
They are now being treated as If each
.Ight possibly be a .e^ber of
a binary system, being given extra attention until that question
Is resolved In each case. The fact that three binaries have now been
discovered among the first 335 pulsars is an encouraging sign that
perhaps at least one more is to be found during the upcoming search.
Pulsars which fail to reappear for timing when they have been
conclusively confirmed during the search will be treated with the
Utmost care.
Evolution
.
There Is strong Indirect evidence that the PSR 0655+64
binary system has followed approximately the course of evolution
mapped out by Srlnlvasan and van den Heuvel (1982)
,
foregoing a
second supernova In the system. The pulsar's companion star has
very probably been Identified optically, and seems to be an unusually
dim dwarf star. It is possible that we are viewing a stellar core
which has been stripped of its overlying layers by its neutron star
companion and has then cooled significantly.
Unambiguous verification of the candidate star's identity as the
pulsar's companion must await radial velocity measurements of optical
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spectral features, wMch can only
.e done with the Space Telescope
Detection of an 88877-second periodicity in radial velocity would
provide both conclusive identification of the star as the companion,
and a measurement of the companion/pulsar mass ratio, a vital link
in any theory of the evolution of the system.
The apparently low temperature of the neutron star surface
implied by the X-ray observations is surprising in view of the fact
that the surface must have been reheated, perhaps significantly so,
during the presumed X-ray binary phase (Greenstein 1982) . If the .
heat transferred to the surface were indeed significant, then the
binary system is older than might be supposed on the basis of currently
observed temperature limits alone.
Finally, it must be noted that the three known examples of
radio pulsars in binary systems, PSRs 1913+16, 0820+02, and 0655+64,
are diverse manifestations of a single generic phenomenon, sharing
some common properties (e.g., small period derivative) and differing
widely in others (e.g., eccentricity and orbital period). They
undoubtedly share common evolutionary features with each other and
with other, non-binary pulsars, and it remains a standing challenge
to theorists to explain how these and future binaries fit into
a general framework.
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ABSTRACT
I. INTRODLCTION- AND MtTIlOD OF OBSERVATION
NVe are conductinR a search of the skv north ofdechna.ton +2(P for previously
..nHc.ectcJ
.Xrs morder to provide, >n conjunction «ith accent vcomp eted pulsar search bv Manchester e, „/ 978)
sta",iS 'an' T^""'''. '""'P'^- P"'"^^ ^"''^''1'^ for
Th n Ts nf ^"''.^^'''^"^ structure studies,
uncove ; 'u' u"'"-' ^"^'^ ^^'"^hes «il|
howev r ?h ^ ^"^"^ '"'^i"-"'ly interesting;V e er, t e mam thru,t of this work has been toobtam un,form,ty and son.e depree of comple.ene" othe l.m.tmR detectable lluv density level. The northernsky survey
,s at present appro\in,a,elv wo .hi dscompleted; a total of 43 pulsars have been <letected o«h ch 1; were i,rev,ously unknown. This /..»,r presents
P™'y--a,d to
The major portion of the search was carried out intwo observu,(; sessions during the winter of 19;7-1';78
usmR the ?()0 foot (91 ui) transit telescope of theNationa Radio
.Astronomy Observatory' in CreenBank, West Virginia; some preliminary observations
T^ere made as early as 1976 May. The tele^ope was
equipped wuh two indepen.lent transistor preamplilicrs
connected to orthogonally polarised fee.ls at the prime
ecus 1 he ohservmK frecpuncy was -101) MIU, and the
to al bandwidth ,n each of the two polarization chan-
nels was 16 Mil.. Occasional strong narrow-band
interference necessitate.! shifting the observinc fre-quency by ±10 MHz. The system temperature in
mnrf"',",^;!"'*' \'T ''^''^'^"'^ '-''"^^ "-"^ •approxi-ately 200 k, mclu.hnK a contribution of approxmiately
50 k from sky backKround and spillover.
_
The main beam of the telescope is ajiproximately 36'
n width at -100 Mil... so a source al dedinat.on 6
transits the beam m a time 2.4/cos J mmutes. In order
to achieve a uniform rale of sty coveraRc, the telescope
was wobbled in a sawtooth pattern with an ampli-
tude and rate that increased will, increasing 5 The
result was (hat any ^iven location within the strip of
'NK.\0 is <,(.cr.ilf<l l.v As^„rl.,iH fnivrrMtlcj Inc under
contract «.th ,hc National bccn.e Foundahon. "
'
Ul
eight tola power outputs. These eieht sienals w^r^ow-pass tiltered and sampled at a rcue o ^150 H bv
cintro°r'!x"' H- ''T'''^^' '^'«^°P^ pointin? ..n-don rol. A diRUal convolution-tvpe hlt« was thenapplied to reduce the passband to 0-30 H Sampl s a"
in wMch'",hr''V^"^P^T'^ °" ^ comp 1 er
h-isir u
P"'^".=^"^h'ng «as accomplished The
n I To-^ technique has been described be.\,re(Taylor 19,4, Hulse 1975; Manchester al. 1978) theprmcpal difference in the present observations \ athat all computations were done in real time
tna,h^ -^u"'- l*'" ''""^^ '^^'^ streams were addedogether with eight different sets of relative delavsthereby producing eight "de-dispersed" data streams
corresponding to dispersion measures ranging from zero
rJi H ^"'"^•^q"'^"' ^"^PS in the analvsis
ho independentiv" in
O m^-/.o '''^ ^°^"'"S 8192 X0.016;/60 « 2.3 mmutes of time.
After preliminary signal conditioning (includine
removal of any spikes and slowly vary ing background
emission) the l ourier transform of each block was
computed and the power spectrum searched for peaks
bpectral values were summed with iheir counterparts
at a sequence of harmonically related frequencies in
order to take advantage of the small duty cvcle of the
pulsar waveforms being sought. Periods corresponding
to the 20 most significant of these harmonic sums were
stored by the program, and the lime-domain data were
then folded to form "average pube profiles" correspond-
ing to the 20 strongest periodicities in the range 0.033 s to
3.9 s. Finally, the program investigated pulse widths
from 16.7 ms up to one-fourth of a period for a final
indication of best signal-to-noise ratio (S, N) in the
integrated pulse profile. This process was repealed for
the eight different dispersion channels in a given 8192-
L32
word data block^ The integrated profde having the
plot er ,f the S/N exceeded a threshold value nornni •
set to 6 standard deviations of the n,>ise. Tl,e on 'i„eprosran, performed quickly enou.h that cc"
analyses could be accon,plished on overlapping d,blocks separated by only 1.4 n.inules; this procedurehelped to ensure that n,ar,inally duectable huImwould not be overlooked beca.ise they haniHmd tn
trar,s,t near the be^tnin, or end of^Z' "
,oclProtdes of tuo of the new pulsars are shown in Figure
Ir L 1 ''"l C"">P"'^r output. Theg aphs shou Hux- density of the inlepralc 1 profile
versus pulse phase for one 2.3 n,inute block of da.
In practice, identification of new pulsars involved
DAM.ASHEK, T.WLOR, AND HULSE
RA = 05 42 13 DEC= 53 i6 21
DATE .1/15/78 EST = 20 22 41
P- 1.9355 DM = 84 s/N = 10.4
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inKricrcnce, and rcobservinc these ircnc oi r
confirmation. The confirn.atlon p oc'rconsrstJd of
n. RESULTS
in TableTThf T^^ '^''r'""^ P"'^"^ "^'ven1 le 1. he periods range from 0. 1955 s to 3 03n sa ranse typical of the overall distribution of Linpulsar periods. In other ways, too, the sources appear
"ft = 03 21 39
DATE 4/1/78
DEC 39 31 43 p, 3 0321
EST 15 04 52
OM > 25 S/N = 40.0
.0^25 pu7sc pZd" " displayed b, the on-line computer. The ho^H^nta. .is corresponds
TABLE 1
Paraueters or 17 New Puisars
Right Ascension
PSR (l'J50 0)
0012 + 47 00* 12"-JO- + JO-
OIJ6+ 57 01 J6 411 +4U
012(1 + y> ^2U20±25
OM>+Si
-oj 4(j |„ ±j;
04('J+ 0I 04 OJ 10 ±40
044V+5S 04 4'J .in +
.15
04 5'; 4- 47 04 S'> iO + .iO
06264-24 06 26 ( 0 +20
0656 4- r.4 06 56 JO +45
0'524-J2 07 52 10 +25
'SW4-2.'< 15 2V Jl) +25
l»l 1 + 4(1 18 II .SO ±25
''05+ 41) 19 (J5 50 ±25
''>SJ4-51 19 54 10 ±J0
2310+ 42 2J 10 .10 +25
2-»15 + 2l 2J 15 JO +20
2J2J + C1 2i 2J 10 ±45
Dcclin.Ttion
(19500)
47"'JO'±20'
57 50
39 40
5J 10
61 40
55 50
47 00
24 40
64 20
32 40
28 OO
40 20
40 10
51 10
42 40
21 20
6J 00
Average
Dispersion Fluj
Period Measure Density*
(s) (cm-' pc) (mjy)
2407 ± 0 0002 25±10 15
0.2725 60 45
3. 0321 2S 40
1.9355 85 20
0.5946 60 30
0.3408 15 40
0.6.186 40 10
0.4767 70 30
0.1955 5 40
1.4425 JO 15
1.1248 IS 10
0.9311 40 10
1.2358 30 25
0.S189 25 35
0.3494 15 55
1.4447 20 25
1.4368 120 25
No. 1, 1978
to be not out of the ordinan-. The dispersion measures
are con,pan.ble to those of other pulsars in the same
region of sky It ,s mtcrcstinj; to note that three of thenew pulsars he close to the galactic plane in repions
that have been searched previously by Davies, Une
and Se,radak,s (1-J77). These pulsars have llu. dens^
es close to the sensitivity liuuts of both surveys andthe failure of the previous survey to detect them canprobably be ascribed to pulsar variabilitv Of 39prevDusly known pulsars scanned in the cou'r^e of the
present search, 26 were delected. Twelve of the riniain-
ing 13 are weaker and more hi^^hly diapered than ourhnuts o detecta uhty (i.e., they have tUi.x densities
<iumjy and dispersion measures > 13ncnr'pc)
The I3th source, I'SR 2305+ 5.S, was smiplv not •=een'W e note in passinc that I'SR ()i5';+47 lies within the
HRO fVu ,o-n"T supernova remnantB9 (Wilhs 19,3). Because the pulsar disper^on
measure of 40 cm"' pc is consistent with Willis's dis-
NEWTY DISCOVERED TULS.ARS U3
tance estintate of l.l kpc for the supernova remnant
•t ;s possible that the objects are related
'
ing
.0 about 20% owing t^ sch^ed^^teL^cTp^
nance, inter lerence, and equipment failure. The re a n-mg gaps and the region north of 73°, along with someas yet unconfrmed suspects, will be surveyed in a
entire sky will have been searched for pulsars to a
consistent, umform set of detectability
'limits, and
statistical analysis of the results should prove fruitful.
We thank the statT of the National Radio
.Astronomv
Observatory tor assistance with the observations, andthe
.National Science Foundation for support undergrant AST ,6-24610. This paper is contribution nur^^ber 2o of the 1-ive College Observatories.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The early results of a hi^ sensitiviiy pulsar survey of
the northern skv were reported in a U-iier 3 years azo
(Damasliek. Taylor, and Ilulse 1978), The survey was
made at a frequency of 400 .MHz with the 92 m transit
lelcscope of the National Radio Astronomy Observa-
tory, and it covered most of the sky north of declina-
tion +20°— thereby completing, to a rou^lv uniform
sensinvity linui, the "all sky" pulsar survey begun at the
Molonglo Observatory in 1976 (Manchester i-r «/. 1978).
Several parts of the northern sky which had been skipped
over in the 1977-1978 observations because of inter-
ference or scheduling problems have since been filled in.
with the result that another six pulsars were discovered.
In addition, accurate timing observations of most of the
recently discovered pulsars accessible to the 92 m tele-
scope have been made at 2-3 month intervals since 1978
October. These observations have provided pencxi de-
rivatives and accurate positions for most of the new
sources, as well as improved average pulse profiles. The
principal results of the timing observations are pre-
sented in another paper (Itatkus, Taylor, and Darnashek
1982) One of the new pulsars is given special treatment
in this lA.-iicr because it is the third known example of a
radio pulsar in a bin.iry system. A preliminary/ descrip-
tion of this object was given by Taylor (1981). and
further details arc presented in § III.
'National Radio Astronomy Ohwrvalory. Orecn Bank, West
Virginia.
'Dcpanmcnl <if Pliy%ici and Aslrngnmy, Univcfsily of Maj-
uchu^cll^, Amlicrsl
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'Dudley Ohscrvjliirv. V hcncclady. New York
Physics Dcpanmcni, I'nncclon Univctsiiy. Pontclon, New
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II. NF.W PULSAR DtSCOVtiRlES
The SIX new pulsars were found with the same receiv-
ing .system and the same observing technique as used by
Dama.shek, Taylor, and Hulse (1978). The procedure
involved "nodding" the telescope back and forth over
narrow zones of a degree or so in declination, while an
on-line computer
.searched the receiver output for evi-
dence of periodic, dispersed signals. The parameters of
the SIX most recently discovered sources are listed in
Table I, The positions and periods of two of these
sources (indicated in the table) were determined from
the timing data, as descnbed more fully in Backus,
Taylor, and Darnashek (1982). The less accurate posi-
tions quoted for the remaining sources conic from the
telescope pointing information alone, because sufficient
liming data for a full solution arc not yet available.
III. BINARY PULSAR PSR 0655 f64
One of the pulsars discovered in the earlier portion of
the northern hemisphere survey, PSR 0655 + 64, has a
pulsation period that varies between 0.195614 and
0.195728 s over an orbital penod of 24 ''41'". Although
the changes in pulsation period resulting from orbital
motion arc rather large {^r/r ~ 0.0006). our recogni-
tion of the binary nature of the object was slow because
the orbital period is .so close to I day. Observations of
the system made with a transit telescope cover nearly
the same orbit phases on successive days, so that the
apparent pulsar period changes only slightly. Measure-
ment of the entire velocity curve requires dajly observa-
tions over an interval of some 5 weeks, or a telescope
with better tracking capabilities.
After we had recognized (in 1979 October) that the
period of PSR 0655+64 wis unquestionably variable,
wc undertook a scries of almost daily observations of
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the source. These observations extended from 1970 De-
cember 19 to 1980 Januarv 2 and were analv7.cd bv an
adaptation of the method devised by Russell (1902) for
spectroscopic binary stars. A total of S8 measurements
of apparent pulsar penod (corrected to the solar system
barycenter) yielded estimates of the orbital peruxl (
- 88S86
- 10 s), the projected semimajor a-Kis of ilic
pulsar orbit about the center of mass (<j^sm / = 4 I -
0.2 It-sec), and the orbital eccentncitv (e < 0.05). With a
provisional cphenieris ba.sed on these estimates, more
accurate time-of-arnval measurements were made on 38
days in the interval I9S0 Febnjar, 29-ApnI 10, usm^
our standard procedures for pulsar timing (e g . Backus
Taylor, and Dama.shck 1982). These data were sufficient'
to define the orbital velocity curve more accurately (see
Fig. 1). With the benefit of refined estimates of the
orbital parameters, a series of more concentrated ob-
servations were then made dunng seven observing ses-
sions between 1980 N'ovember and 1981 September.
Most of these observations were earned out with theNRAO 42 m telescope, which has the advanta-c of
providing continuous tracking for nearly 60% of an
orbit. Table 2 summarizes our pulse arnval-time ob-
servations of PSR 0655 + 64. which include a few (low-
weight) measurements made before the binarv nature of
the source had been recognued.
The timing data now available arc sufficient to permit
a solution for the pulsar and orbital parameters, using
the procedure de.scnbed by Taslor e, al. (1976) This
method requires measurements of sufficient precision
and at sufficiently frequent intervals, to prevent ambigu-'
ties in assigmng integer pulse numbers across anv ^aps
in the observations. This freedom from ambigutties'has
now been aclueved. and the resulung solution for mnc
parameters of PSR 0655-1-64 and its orbit is sum-
man/cd in Table 3. Our parameter set mcludes the
celestial coordinates of the system, the dispersion mea-
sure, the pulsar penod and its first denvalivc. and five
parameters defimng the Keplenan orbit of the pulsar
about the center of mass of the system. As shown in
Table 3, the eccentncity of the orbit is unmeasurably
small (e<4X 10-*). so the penastron poim is not
defined. For convemencc. we have therefore assumed
the value u = 0, and we measure orbital phases from the
Ume corresponding to the ascending node. Ihe postfit
residuals for data taken since 1980 November are con-
->
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TABLE 2
Summary of Timing Obscrvahons of PSR 0655 +64
1979 Apr 23
. 92 7^ 777' '
1979 Jul 24
.
,2 V° ^ " 0.89-0 90
'^ *0 160 2.9 0,08-0 90
1981 M.r 13-15,:::;::; « '*° 0,53-057 4
Telescope Frcaucni.v T a «
D;iic (m) (Mllz) ,k\ < >
^'^ Number of
-—
' " Phases Obsct^allons
1980J.U. 10-12 92 l\n I!o f 08 9 i
1980 Feb 29- Apr 10 ... 92 185 " 0"-O87 34
1980 Mav 7
. 92 ?S ' * 0.00-1 ()0 95
1980 Nov,
-5 ..;:;;;;;
' 3^°^ 0.25-027 34
1981 Jan 13-15 42 340 4m t\ V. «
1981 Jan 30 42 lTo 2 « °A " -'""^^ «>'
"«IFeb>6-,7
,2 ,^ "
mis; 2:4:::::;;;;;; « « 0.24-072
^'O <5 1.2 017-0 73 47
"Esiimaicd unccrtainlv in pul>.c arnval times Iniersicllir ^rmt.iur 1
,a.io and are responsible for L re,a.,ve,v pooTdiuV^S^" jiranrs^pl^^ber"'"^ """"'""^
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sistent with the mexsuremcnl uncertainties listed in col-
umn 5 of Table 3 and contain no evidence for phy.sical
effects beyond the behavior of a normal pulsar movmg
in a circular Kcplerian orbit However, the earher data
show some evidence of systematic errors at the level of 2
or 3 ms in the pulse arrival times. We believe these
errors to be the result of inaccurate ephemerides used to
predict the pulsar period at the times of observation.
The early data have been assigned correspondingly low
weights in the least-squares fit. and the uncertainties
quoted in Table 3 include our estimates of the magni-
tudes of possible systematic bia.scs in the parameter
values.
IV. DISCUSSION
In addition to its binary nature, PSR 0655-1-64 is
distinguished from more typical pulsars by its small
dispersion measure (only 7 of the 330 known pulsars
have smaller values), its short period (only 12 smaller
periods are known), and its very small penod denvative
(smaller than any other known P, except possibly PSR
1952-1-29). The small dispersion measure implies a dis-
tance of only ~ 280 pc and a rather low intnosic radio
luminosity (Manchester and Taylor 1981). The small
values of /» and P are remamscent of the binary pulsar
PSR 1913-1-16; in fact, on a scatter diagram of P versus
P, these two pulsars stand alone in the short-period,
small-derivative comer (see, e.g.. Fig. 1 of Backus'
Taylor, and Damashek 1982). Evidently somethina in
the evolution of binary pulsars causes them to acquire
rapid rotation rates together with weak braking and low
radio luminosity. An obvious possibility is that the
magnetic field is one or two orders of magnitude smaller
than in typical singular pulsars, and that the pulsar has
gained angular momentum from material accreted from
the compamon during an earlier mass-exchange phase
(see, e.g., Smarr and Blandford 1976; Srinivasan and
van den Hcuvel 1981; Blandford and DcCampU 1981).
The nature of the companion star about which
PSR 0655-1-64 orbits is not yet known. Its mass is
TABLE 3
PARA.MITFRSOF BlNARY PULSAR PSR 0655+64
a(1950 0) 06''55'"49'37 i:0'IO
DcLlmjii.m «( 19500) -•-64''22-23"7 0"3
DM 8.74 ±002cm"V'
PctKK) j( JLO 2.443.9H7 43,. F 0.19567094485 i: 4 s
P (00015 ± 00040) X 10" "ss"
Orhiial scmiiiijjor anis sin i 4 12558 ±000(816 ll-scc
« < 4 X 10 '
88877.05 ±0.01 s
Lonk^iudc of pcnoiirnn* (J 00
Time of ptrio-slron passage .
.
To 2.444.627.37079 ± 0.00001 JED
•Assumed value.
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constrained by the observed mass function.
fl ^. \ (m^sin;)'
DAMASHF.K ET.AL
4fr^ ("^sin i)'
= 0.0712 M^.
In this expression, and are the masses of the
pulsar and its companion, and G is the Ncwtomar,
constant of gravitation. As illustrated in Figure > the
mass function constrains permissible values of the' two
masses and the unknown angle , between the plane
of the orbit and the plane of the sky. For assumed
P^p'^oTf'f. '1°'' '° ^'^ forrbR 1913+16 (Taylor and Weisberg 1982) and several
other neutron stars in binary X-ray systems (Kcllev and
Rappapon I98l)-the ma.ss function implies a probable
companion star mass in die range of - 0.7 to ~ 1.5 .U-,(Even Lirger masses are permuted if the plane of the
orbit IS nearly perpendicular to the Une of sight but
such geometry requires iniplausiblv large orbital veloci-
ties.) Exanunation of the Palomar Sky Survey pnnls
reveals do object bnghter than the plate limit's at the
pulsar position, implying an absolute inagniludc for the
companion of M ^ U. -TTius. it appears that the com-
panion star must be no bnghter than a rather cool white
dwarf, and could well be another neutron star On the
other hand, the extremely small orbital eccentricity seems
to suggest some dissipauve mechanism at work after the
° 02 0 4 OS 0 8
cos I
i,«ri?f
- °[ 'h': compamon of PSR 0655+64 as a tunc-tion of cos
,
for each of ihr« assumed pulsar masso.
supernova explosion in which the pulsar was formed yet
white dwarf or neutron star companions are too small
for tidal dissipation to be important Deep optical ob-
servations of the PSR 0655 + 64 field are obviously
important to gain understanding of this system.
We thank the staff of NRAO for assistance with the
observations. This work was begun when all four authors
were at the Umversity of Massachusetts; it ha5 been
supported under NSF grants AST 77-20019 and AST
79-19239 at the University of Massachusetts, and AST
81-03190 at Princeton University.
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ABSTRACT
have been ob..^ned for iho majonly of ,hc sour^s Top .^h
denvatives, and postlions
rcsu bnns ,he nuntber of kncln p'ulsar penTd rilaX- ,o^92 ... our
.n.pl.ca.,or,s of ,lu. sa,„ple of da.a In addtn^ af cr ' ''"''"^
obscr^a.ton. rcpor.ed by Helfand c, al wc condudl hTr ^ measurements wtih earUer
ono^en.aper.odd,.on,,nu.,yco.^
Subject hepJinp. stars: neutron - pulsars
I. INTRODL'CTIO.N
nf 'i"^
°^ 330 pulsars are now known, more than half
at the Molonglo Obser^a,orv and the National Rad.oAstronorny Observatory' (.Manchester c, al. 1978^
fqZ' n • ^'^ ""'^"^ l'^^^: Dama^hek „/'1982). Decausc the penod denvativcs of pulsars are
astrophystcaJly important quantities, but are not nor-
mally measured as part of the discovery observations
we began ,n late 1978 a senes of timing observations of
most of the new pulsars accessible to the NRy\0 9"' ni
telescope. The observations have yielded 62 new orimproved penod denvatives. in addition to improved
positions and periods for all of the sources. In the course
Of these observations. PSR 0655 + 64 was recognized as
the third known example of a radio pulsar in a binary
system (Taylor 19X1). Tlie characteristics of this pulsar
and Its orbit arc descnbed in detail in a separate Uncr(Damashek c, al. 1982) Some of our timins; data also
serve to extend previous work of a similar kind dunng
Ihc years 1974-1978 (Helfand c, a/. 1980). One of the
'° °f "'"'^ observing programs.
r^K 2224 + 65. apparently undcr\^cnt a rather largepenod discontinuity dunng late 1975, 'his event is
discussed in § III.
'file NRAO is operated by As^Kiated Univcrsihcs. Inc under
eonlracl with the National Science houndation
It. DATA ACQUlSmON AND ANALYSIS
Pulse arrival time measurements have been made atroughly 0 week m.ervah since ,978 October uTin/thNRAO 92 m telescope at a frequency of 610 MHz Atthis frequency the antenna yields a sensitivitv of i d
^
Jy
,
and for most of the observations ambieni-
emperaturc paranietnc amplifiers provided system noisetemperatures of about 160 K in each of two orthogoTJpolanza ton channels. In the most recent observing ses-
sion. ,n 1981 February, a cooled parametnc upconv'enerprovided system noise temperatures a^ low as 45 K indirections away from the galactic plane. In all observa-
Uons, signals of the two polanzalions were converted tointermediate frequency and fed to a 2 X ^O X | MHz
I'.'n MM "'f P"''"'"^ ^ frequency of610 MHz and a total bandwidth of 20 MHz. Signals of
orthogonal polanzation in each 1 MHz filter passband
were delected, summed, and passed to an analog dcdis-
pcrsing device (Taylor and Iluguenin 1971) The dcdis-
perscd signal was integrated synchronously in a signal
averager, using the best available estimate of the puKarpenod and correcting for Dopplcr shifts arising from the
motion of the observatory.
Integrated pulse profiles with 1024 sample points perpenod were recorded on magnetic tape at approximately
2 minute intervaLs, together with timing information
accurate to about a microsecond. Tlie tracking capabil-
ity of the 92 m telescope permitted up to about 10
integrations on a given pulsar each day. In most cases
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the imegrations were summed to vicld a .single average
profile for the day, with a known startmg i.me Tl'c
effective pulse arnval time was determined by fntino a
standard profile to ihe observed profile, solving for °he
best-fit phase delay. In most cases the arrival times
could be determined in this way with uncertainties be-
tween 0.3 and 5 ms.
TTie lime of arnval of a pulse on a given dav, toocther
with the best available estimates of the pulsar penod
penod denvauvc. and celestial coordinates, can be used
to predict the arrival limes of subsequent pul.ses. Errors
in the assumed parameters cause the predicted times to
be imprecise, but as long as the errors are small enough
that the pulse numbering remains valid, a least-squares
procedure can be used to mimmize the residuals and
improve the parameter estimates. In most cases the
available data over ~ 2 yr were sufficient to yield peri-
ods accurate to 10 or 11 significant fjoures, penod
denvatives to several significant figures, and positions to
a few seconds of arc or better. Details of the fitting
procedure arc dcscnbed more fully in .Manchester and
Taylor (1977).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The principal results, of the timing observations are
given in Table 1, which bsis for each pulsar the best-fit
value of nghl ascension, declination, period, penod de-
rivalive, and epoch of the pen^xl measurement, as well
as the postfit root- mean-square residuaJ, the number of
individual amval-time measurements, and the number
of observing sessions. Quoted uncertainties are twice the
formal standard errors from the least-squares fit In all
cases, the postfit residuals are comparable to the uncer-
tainties in individual measurements of pulse arnval
times. Thus, over the data span of ~ 2 yr there is not
much evidence of intrinsic pulse timing noise (Cordes
and Helfand 1980).
Previous work has shown that a plot of period deriva-
tive versus period for a large sample of pulsars can help
to elucidate the nature of pulsar evolution. On the basis
of 84 pulsars for which period-derivative measurements
were then available, Lyne, Ritchings. and Smith (1975)
showed that the wedge-shaped distnbution of points in
the P P diagram provides clear evidence for a secular
decay of ihc pulsar braking mechanism and for an
eventual decay of the radio luminosity of old pulsars. A
new version of this graph is presented in Figure I, which
includes all data now available. (For references in addi-
tion to the present work see Taylor and Manchester
1975; Gullahom and Rankin I97X; Helfand t-f al. 1980;
Newton, Manchester, and Cooke I9«l; and Ashworlh
and Lyne 1981.) The much larger sample of 292 points
included in Figure I now strengthens the conclusions
regarding torque and luminosity decay
The two sloping lines in Figure I represent luminosity
cutoff cntcria associated with eiiii.ssion models ba.sed on
AND DAMASHEK
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Fig l.-The P-P diagram for 292 pulsars. Severed inicresim?
pulsars arc indicalcd by name. The sloping linos represent luminos-
liQ^s,' 'f"*-'"''^'^ '^'"^hinis. and Smi.hand (b) Ruderman and Sutherland (1975)
(a) relativistic beaming al the velociiy-of-light cvl-
inder (Lyne, Rilchings, and Smith 1975) and (b) pair-
producuon above the magnetic polar cap (Ruderman
and Sutherland 1975; Fujimura and Kennel 1980) The
two lines have slopes of 5 and 2.75. respectively, and
either one seems to provide a rough empirical boundary
to the region of the P-P diagram occupied by delectable
radio pulsars. On the other hand, the actual boundarv
implied by the points is neither sharp nor straisht. and it
is clear that the luminosity evolution of pulsars is more
complicated than a simple cutoff at some value of PP\
In the lower part of Figure I, the most aberrant
sources arc PSRs 0655-1-64, 1913
-I- 16, and 1 952 -f 29.
The first two of these are members of binary systems,
and it seems clear that their penod evolution has beeii
influenced significantly by Ihe projtimity of their com-
panion stars. In particular, each of these pulsars may
have been formed in the first supernova explosion m its
binary pair and spun up to its present unusually short
period during mass accretion in an X-ray binary phase
(Smarr and Blandford 1976). If a similar history applies
to PSR 1952-1-29, then its orbit must have become
unbound during a second supernova explosion, becau.se
it does not now possess an orbiting companion (see also
Mansfield and Rankin 1977).
Two other pulsars, PSRs 1541 -52 and 1804-08, are
also found near the lower left of Figure I, with much
smaller period derivatives than is typical of pulsars with
No. I, I9S2
pcricxis as short „ ^o.I7 s (IWkus 1981). I, seems
plau.s,l,le that ,hcy. ,<k,. may have evolved in bmar^
syslenis and acquired unusiiallv small values of PP
Ihrough ,he same na-chan,.sm thai mHuenced PSRs0655 f 64 and 1913 + 16. If
.heir orbits were de-
slroycd in a subsequent supernova explosion
When our recent data on PSR 2224
-(-65 were eom-bincd with the mcasuremenisof Ilelfand ei al (19S0)
,tbecame evident that this source had underg^one a penod
d.scontmu.tv or "gluch." sometime between 13 Scniem-
2.443.109). Tlic poorly delermmed po.,i,on of this pulsar
prevented rccogmt.on of the event from the pre l97S
data alone. The parameters listed for PSR ''''4 f 65 in
Tabic 1 were derived from the post-gli.ch data? by usm?
the position listed in Table 1, wc have rede.erm.ned the
preglitch penod and derivative as P - 0 68''534l377 i
3. = (9.708 ^ O.Ol.S; X I0-", at epoch JD 2.443.034.
IMPROVED PARAMi:Tr.RS TOR 67 PULSARS
L67
TTiis period, extrapolated to JD 2.443,109 and compared
to the value lasted in Table 1. corresponds to a change
the period jump was comparable to the size of the fourjump., observed over 10 yr in the Vela pulsar (Downs
198
1
and references therein) and much lars;er than the
^, 'Ziri',
"'"'"^"^
P"'-^'^" (Manchesterftal 1978/,; Newton, M.inchester, and Cooke 1981)The penod denvative did not change by a measurable
amount across the ghtch; the prcRlitch and poslshtch
dcnvaiivesarceonsisicnltowiihjn|d/'//i|<6 x io"'.
We thank the staff of NRAO and R. Burkhardl for
a.ssistancc with the observations. Tliis work wi.^ sun-
ported under NSF grants AST 77-20019 and AST 79-
19239 at the University of Ma.ssachusctis. and AST
81-03190 at Pnnceton University.
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